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"I am setting before you today a blessing and a curse. The blessing if you obey, the curse if you disobey." Deu11:26

Is God’s Judgment Coming to America?
For 40 years Jeremiah warned God’s people destruction was coming! They didn’t believe him. Jeremiah saw
the coming terrors and horrors beyond imagining: terrible diseases, slow death plagues, agonizing boils,
insanity and starvation, even cannibalism of their own children. Deu 28 America is apostate and ripe for God’s
judgment. Will God use North Korean missiles to devastate America with an EMP attack? See page 3
Is Immigration into America a Fundamental Human Right?
Most liberals think that every person has a right to live wherever they want! But a massive tidal wave of
refugees streaming out of the Middle East could be overwhelming. Some leaders in Australia see Islam as a
threat. Former Prime Minister and Legislator Pauline Hanson has said things like:
Muslims who want to live here under Sharia Law – DON’T COME HERE! Go back to where you came
from. IMMIGRANTS, NOT AUSTRALIANS, MUST ADAPT. Take It Or Leave It. I am tired of this
nation worrying about whether we are offending some individual or their culture.
If you wish to become part of our society learn OUR language! Learn
our culture and become part of it. Most Australians believe in the God
of the Bible. This is not some Christian right wing, political push, but
a fact, because Christians founded this nation on Christian principles,
documented on the walls of our schools. If our God offends you, then
consider moving, because God is part of our culture! If you don’t like
our culture and beliefs - then leave! Don’t try to change ours to your
Islamic culture and beliefs. Once you are done complaining about
our Christian beliefs, and our way of life, then take advantage of the
other Australian freedom, THE RIGHT TO LEAVE. We didn't
force you to come here. Don’t try to force your beliefs on us.
Should this also be our attitude toward potential immigrants?
Starving/homeless boy punished for stealing bread with a truck running over his hand. Note adult holding his arm in place

War Against Islamic Jihad part 1, #1536
Does America have a unique culture or is it just a melting pot open to all who want to come here? Larkin
Spivey, a combat US Marine, is the author of What Do We Stand For? American Ideals in the War Against
Islamic Jihad, says Islamic Jihad is contrary to our Constitutional freedoms, yet Islamists pose a serious
threat with Sharia Law that would undermine our basic principles.
There is a segment of radical Muslims who are not only opposed to our
Democratic principles, our basic beliefs in God, and our precious
freedoms, but want to completely transform this nation to become an
Islamic nation governed by Sharia Law! Certain Muslim radicals,
Jihadists, are not coming here to fit in and amalgamate into this nation but
to dramatically change it. The political Left, and many in the leadership
of the Democrat Party & lame-stream media, are united in this effort.
What are our common beliefs or will we succumb to those who clearly articulate a different set of beliefs?
Islamic Jihadists are striving to bring the world under Sharia Law and are willing to die for it. What does this
nation believe so strongly that we would die to defend it?
What if you believed the only way to heaven was to die killing unbelievers?
Innocent people are slaughtered because Muslims believe it’s their only way to get to heaven. Death and
destruction are an essential part of Islamic Jihad to demonstrate Allah’s power and cause such fear and
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intimidation that those unbelievers will submit to their god Allah. Jesus said, “The thief comes only to steal
and kill and destroy; I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full.” This shows the contrast
between the thief, the killer and the destroyer –Satan (the god of Islam) and Jesus, the life-giver.
Our fundamental beliefs are not taught in our schools. In fact, just the opposite. Students are taught all about
the wonders of Islam. But the god of Islam is NOT the God Who gave us the freedoms we have.
Islam is replacing Christianity in Public Schools.
School children are learning Islamic prayers while Godly prayers are eliminated. The textbook World History
has 36 pages on Islamic history and only several paragraphs on Christianity. The US Dept. of Ed is funding a
program, started under Obama, but still being used called “Access Islam” for 5th to 12th graders. It instructs
students to perform Muslim rituals, worship and learn the 5 Pillars of Islam, even how to use the Muslim
prayer rug. Students are told to “submit to Allah” and that, “Allah is the one true God.”Martin Mawyer, Christian Action
On our website, www.issuesineducation, you can see students being taken to a mosque as a school field trip.
TheCollegeFix.com reported that a student was suspended from Rollins College in FL, because he challenged
his Islamic professor who told the class that Jesus’ death on the cross was a hoax, and the disciples didn’t
believe that Jesus was God. This is the same school that kicked InterVarsity off campus.
Since America was founded on Biblical beliefs, why isn’t American history taught?
Since our rights come from God, they can’t be taken by government. Jefferson wrote, “Can the liberties of a
nation be sure when we remove the conviction that our liberties are a gift from God.” Our Founders gave
individuals the greatest freedom in history by limiting government; in stark contrast to Islam’s Sharia Lawoppression by a few cockamamie religious leaders!
Ask a veteran what he fought for. Ask a patriot what made America great.
For most, it’s our freedom. No other ideal is in such stark contrast to militant Islamic tyranny, where
individuals have no freedom, no input, and no limits to their power. The distinguishing feature of America is
individuals have been empowered -not our rulers! If we don’t like our leaders, vote them out!! This freedom
has achieved amazing results. The great obstacle to Jihadists imposing Sharia is this basic belief that Christ
gave us freedom. Here is how that Biblical concept came to our Founders. They reasoned:
Read this carefully:
“God, in Jesus Christ, did not come to earth as an all-powerful tyrant. He didn’t come to rule over us with
an iron rod. Jesus came as a soft-spoken MAN who came to serve and give! God chose not to over power
mankind but give us freedom to live as we choose. Therefore our Founders honored this God-given freedom
and didn’t try to control individuals but gave us freedom. Their model came from Christ, and it has been a
model for the rest of the world. Islamists are coming to destroy that freedom and change the God of this
nation with Satan.” Larkin Spivey, What Do We Stand For?
Not all Muslims are Jihadists, just as not all Germans were Nazis. In 1940, only 7 percent of Germans were
Nazis. Yet the Nazis controlled the nation, just as the radical Jihadists make the majority of Muslims
irrelevant in their crusade to impose Sharia Law. Loyalty to Sharia is direct opposition to our Constitution.
It’s the opposite of our Constitution. Here is the IRONY:
 Would Islamic countries welcome millions of Christian refugees? Absolutely NOT!
 It takes a lunatic to think that importing masses of welfare recipients who want to kill us is a good idea.
 There are over 1.57 billion Muslims. If only 1% of Muslims are terrorists, that’s 15.7 million terrorists.
 Liberals want schools to teach Islam but don’t want “Under God” in the pledge!
 Islamic prayers are in many public schools, but the Lord's Prayer is out because it’s divisive and offensive.
 John Alabi, a Christian landlord, is ordered to pay a fine of $12,000 by the Ontario Human Rights Tribunal,
because he failed to remove his shoes in the apartment he was renting to a Muslim couple.
Bottom line: Since Muslims have killed and persecuted Christians world-wide throughout history, why should
we expect anything different here as they increase and become more powerful? Islam is not just a Religion,
but a Political, Economic, Legal, and Cultural System All in One! Like the ancient Trojan horse welcomed
within the city gates, Islam entered America disguised as a religion. More than 80% of the mosques in
America are hiding behind religious freedom but inciting Muslims to advance Sharia and thus tear down the
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foundations of our nation. Since they don’t seem to amalgamate like other groups but remain separate, they
are not part of the “melting pot” like other immigrants.
War Against Islamic Jihad part 2, #1537
Why would anyone who loves Islamic culture and hates American culture choose to come here? Some are
Jihadi warriors who come to take America for Allah. That was why Kamal Saleem, a Muslim terrorist trained
to kill infidels, came to America. He came to America to recruit college students into Jihad. Universities have
become training grounds for Muslim terrorists. Kamal Saleem was raised to kill infidels. But God used a
horrific car accident to bring him to Christ. He was paralyzed lying in a ditch when he actually heard the voice
of Jesus. How could anything other than an authentic experience with the Risen Christ explain the complete
transformation of the hardened mind of this Muslim terrorist? Kamal has become such a fearless and
zealous Christian that he goes into Mosques to convert Muslims to Christ.
If Muslims put down their weapons in the Middle East, there would be peace. If Israel put down their
weapons, there would be no Israel. Where Muslims are a minority, Muslims are obsessed with minority
rights. But in Muslim majority countries, there are no minority rights.
The Truth About Sharia, #1525
A 7th grade history book, History Alive, says jihad simply means overcoming difficulties and doing worthy
deeds to please God. Why would anyone want this cruel, barbaric, 7th century law imposed on this nation?
Sharia Law means beheadings, stonings, cutting off hands of little boys who steal an apple… it’s barbaric!
Nonie Darwish, the author of Now They Call Me Infidel – Why I Renounced Jihad for America, says radical
Muslims have come to this nation to bring Sharia Law. Islam isn’t just a religion but a political, social, legal,
military, dietary/dress and economic way of life without any individual freedom under a Constitution. Students
are now wearing Muslim headscarfs, berkas and beards intentionally trying to stand out and not blend in.
Naïve students say there’s no difference between loudspeakers at a Mosque and Church bells ringing! But
there’s a huge difference in what they represent. As the Muslim prayer towers (called terror towers by
persecuted Christians in Muslim lands) go up, the church bells are silenced.
A Nuclear EMP Attack, #1530
North Korea has launched its 18th missile this year. But the last one is different than the prior ones. This one
went 2300 miles into space demonstrating that North Korea can launch missiles with a range of 6500 miles or
more. This means they could easily hit America’s West Coast and even Denver and Chicago. With a few more
miles, they could hit America’s East Coast! Experts assured us that it would be at least 4 years before North
Korea would have a missile that could strike our mainland. That was disproven with their last launch. North
Korea now has the capability to strike America with a nuclear missile. With this grave threat comes the
reality of a complete shut down of our power grid.
Mike Maloof, author of A Nation Forsaken-EMP: The Escalating Threat of An American Catastrophe, warns
that it’s not “if” but “when” an EMP will be exploded over this country. What happens when the lights
go out in America? “We are facing a “cyber-Pearl Harbor” of catastrophic proportions. Electronics and
electricity would be gone. No electronic devices would work: no cell phones, no transportation to deliver
food, planes drop out of the sky, no gas, no water, no food, no police, no firemen…
 Seventy years ago, doubters said Japan would not be so foolish to attack the USA. Then came Pearl Harbor.
 Yet the attack on Pearl Harbor took much more planning than would be needed to bring an EMP attack!
 We had warnings about terrorists flying airplanes into buildings and ignored them until 9/11.
 Peter Pry, director of the Task Force on National and Homeland Security, who served on the Congressional
EMP Commission, the House Armed Services Committee, and the CIA, gave this dire warning:
North Korea has labored for years and starved its own people so it could develop an intercontinental missile
capable of reaching the United States. Why? So that they could destroy the United States with a single blow
by collapsing the electric power grid and other critical infrastructures, with a single nuclear EMP explosion!
The EMP Commission estimates that within one year of an EMP attack, two-thirds of the U.S. population — 200
million Americans — would probably perish from starvation, disease and societal collapse. The consequences are
so extremely grave that it poses a mortal threat to the United States and would destroy the foundations of the
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existing world order. For the first time in history, failed little states like North Korea and Iran that cannot even feed
their own people, will have power to destroy the largest and most successful societies on Earth.

Nuclear Nightmare, #1524
No generation has witnessed more fulfilled prophecy, since Christ, as this present generation. Yet many more
prophecies are on the threshold of fulfillment. Iranian leaders believe the only way to bring the Caliphate into
world dominion is to destroy Israel. Joel Rosenberg, author of Damascus Countdown, predicted 9/11 nine
months before it happened, and now suggests Israel will launch a preemptive strike against Iran, but if they
fail to get all the nuclear warheads, retaliation from the Islamic world would be overwhelming. He says,
“An atomic Iran could do in 6 minutes what it took Hitler 6 years to do, kill 6 million Jews.”
Iran’s Ayatollah Khamenei believes it’s acceptable to kill all the Jews and annihilate Israel even if that
means millions of Iranians would be killed by retaliation by Israeli! Israel would be wiped out in 9 minutes!
Raising Boys To Succeed, #1531
Are girls smarter than boys? Why are two-thirds of the D’s and F’s given to boys? The system is biased
against boys. A boy’s desire to learn is quenched by a system that doesn’t understand how boys learn. There
are scientific differences between the way boys and girls think and learn. Dr Michael Gurian, author of
Raising Boys By Design, What the Bible and Brain Science Reveal About What Your Son Needs to Thrive, has
done extensive research in brain science to help parents understand boys and help them succeed. A boy’s
natural energy is seen as disruptive. A boy’s natural tendencies are treated as abnormalities to be drugged.
Boys are seen as flawed and need to be subdued, thus quenching God’s design in a boy’s nature, by a system
that doesn’t understand that boys learn differently than girls.
Crimes of The Educators part 1, #1532
Naïve, trusting parents think education is just the same as always – reading, math, history… They don’t
realize THERE ARE BASIC ASSUMPTIONS underlying all of them. Common Core, the new federal takeover
of local schools through curriculum and tests, is causing parents to reconsider public schools. Alex Newman,
co-author of Crimes of the Educators – How Utopians are Using Government Schools to Destroy America’s
Children, says there has been a deliberate dumbing down of children by using a reading method that fails to
teach reading, memorizing whole words instead of phonetics, to create illiterates dependent on the
government leading to socialism – even communism. Crimes of educators:
 Deliberately dumbing down an entire nation – stunting intellectual growth of children.
 Teaching pornographic sex ed., including indoctrination to accept homosexual sex as normal!
 Destroying the Biblical beliefs through evolution and humanism. Jesus had this stern warning, "If anyone
causes one of these little ones-- who believe in me--to stumble, it would be better for them to have a large
millstone hung around their neck and to be drowned in the depths of the sea.” Mt 18

 Pushing hard-core psychogenic drugs for ADD & ADHD, making the children easy to control.
 “Just being in school dumbs children down.” John Taylor Gatto
 Teaching students to violate all the Commandments: There is no God, no absolutes, no sin…
 The basis of humanism is religious - there is no God that the universe is self-existing and not created.
The result is the transformation from Christian and capitalist, to socialist and totalitarian. It’s amazing that
Christians support this atheist system that has changed our culture and morality. Sending a child to public
school is child abuse. The government schools have dumbed down the populace, destroyed several
generations’ faith in God! The only reform for public schools is getting the children out!
Fewer than 5% of Churches have a Christian school. Churches have squandered several generations, evangelizing at
the front door while the youth slip out the back.

Parents! What is your child’s soul worth? Is it worth $500? $5,000, or is it priceless to you? Is it worth a few
years of your time to homeschool them? To Jesus Christ, your child’s soul was worth dying on the cross to
save them, yet 90% of Christian children lose their faith in public schools. Yet 94% of home-schooled
children retain their faith. The choice is obvious. Jesus said “Can a blind man lead a blind man? Will they not
both fall into a pit? A student is not above his teacher, but will become like his teacher.” Secular schools
produce secular students.
Public Schools and the Decline of Christianity, part 2, #1533
For all the basic problems of abortion, immorality and illiteracy, there must be a root cause. Colin Gunn,
producer of Indoctrination- Public Schools and the Decline of Christianity, says our culture is the product of
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our schools. Secular educators are given awards for promoting atheism and homosexuality. We are losing
our culture, because Christians have refused to educate their own children! Why do parents trust their
precious children to a system that destroys their faith in God?
 “Education is not just a subject but a transfer of a way of life.” CK Chesterton
 “If you think education is expensive — try ignorance.” Derek Bok, president of Harvard
 “I am afraid that the schools will prove the very gates of hell, unless they diligently labor in
explaining the Holy Scriptures and engraving them in the hearts of the youth.” Martin Luther
 “Education is what remains, after everything learned at school is forgotten.” Albert Einstein
 “Children were not created to be ‘jerked up or sent away’. Raising Godly children takes time but the
results outlasts everything else. Every parent would love to go back in time to correct mistakes they
made on their kids, but parenting offers only one chance never to be repeated.” Chuck Swindol
“An hour at church is no antidote to a daily drenching in the religion of secular humanism. A week’s
indoctrination doesn’t evaporate in an hour at church. Schools are in the disciple making business. Public
schools are no playground but a battleground over your child’s soul. Why should it surprise you when your
child is taken captive, corrupted and conformed to the world when they are discipled in the sanctuaries of
secularism?” Richard Gamble in The Great Tradition- Classic Readings on What It Means To Be Educated
Do you want your child to read superficial, vulgar pulp fiction or the great classics? To read books where
wrong is right or study the lives of the great people in history? To dedicate their lives to serving Christ or
chasing the changing winds of global warming, homosexuality and rain forest ecology? The question is not
what kind of education you want for your child, but what kind of person do you want them to become?
God’s Purpose for America part 1, #1526
To destroy a culture, destroy their history. Young people don’t know anything about God’s hand in American
History. Peter Marshall, author of The Light and Glory –Did God Have a Plan for America? vividly
describes the horrendous starving army in the War for Independence -eating tree bark, leather from boots,
company dogs, shaving soap and cartridge boxes. Some of the men were barefoot in the snow; others had no
weapons at Valley Forge. What gave these men the courage and the vision to fight on against impossible
odds? What kept them going after months of fierce hand to hand fighting and away from family surrounded
by nothing but death and carnage of war? What gave them the fire in their eyes and victory on their breath
that kept them going against impossible odds? They had a God-given vision for this nation and a brilliant
General, George Washington who they trusted with their lives.
Peter Marshall told how during the War for Independence, the Americans had 11,000 men trapped by 21,000
troops in the strongest military force in the world. The British troops were experienced, skilled, disciplined and
highly motivated. We never had a chance. August 27, 1776, the Continental Army is trapped by the entire
British army across their front with the East River blocking their retreat. There was no escape. Survival, let
alone victory, was impossible. Our men didn't know the first thing about warfare. They were peasant farmers
and merchants and labor men. They were raw recruits, hastily assembled, ill-equipped and untrained. They
fought like tigers, but it was hopeless from the start. So 1500 were killed or wounded, and another 1500 were
captured. The 8,000 left were the only hope for American Independence. After killing or capturing the remaining
8,000, there would be no more American ideas of Independence. All the British had to do was mount one final
charge - and it would have been all over. Washington and his entire army would have been forced to surrender.
But why didn't the British finish off the battle? They had already won. For some reason no one has ever
explained why they never mounted the final charge. They backed off and did nothing.
Washington called for an evacuation of his troops. Just by coincidence, of course, the last regiment was men
who were expert oarsmen, who knew how to dip the oars without a sound. That was critically important,
because if the British heard the sound of rowing, they would have captured the whole army.
But the real miracle happened at dawn. There were several thousand American troops still on the Brooklyn shore
anxiously awaiting an evacuation before they were killed or captured. But just as the light rose, a dense fog rose
out of the earth. God in Job 38 says that He uses hail, snow and fog for times of war. It was Divine Providence
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that a heavy fog hung like a blanket across the British lines and American lines to the tip of Manhattan. God
provided that fog. That fog rose at precisely the moment the last boatload of American soldiers left the Brooklyn
shore. The British soldier saw what happened, ran down the shore to fire a couple of futile musket shots at the
last boatload that fell short. 8000 men got away without harm or capture. The British wrote in their diaries, "The
hand of God is against us." Americans also knew who to thank. God!
Since most young Christians don't know their America History, they can’t object when things as important as
God delivering America are left out of textbooks.
Revising American History part 2, #1527
 Ironically George Washington University, named after our first President, won’t require students
graduating with a degree in history to actually take a course on the history of this country. Probe Ministries
 Faculty and students at the U of VA demanded that their President not mention the name of Thomas
Jefferson at the school he founded because he was a slave owner. Will they demand that the Declaration of
Independence, written by the same guy, also be rescinded because it mentions ‘our Creator’?
 The President of Hampshire College took down the American flag because some found it offensive.
 The College Board’s History Standard’s Framework, being implemented in high schools nationally,
totally eliminates our Founders like Jefferson, Washington and Franklin, erasing them from history. No
mention of Pilgrims, World War II, Viet Nam etc., because it doesn’t fit their liberal/globalist agenda.
American exceptionalism is replaced with American imperialism. Larry Kreider says this propaganda,
masquerading as history, eliminates all the good achievements made by Americans and turns young
people against their own nation by changing our history to focus on white superiority and oppression.
 They don’t care that they are ripping the social fabric of this nation apart!
To Go To College or Not part 1, #1528
No parent ever wants to hear these words, “The Bible may be OK for you, but I’ve learned it’s a book of
myths.” A recent nationwide survey of college students has found the number of freshmen who have
abandoned their faith is skyrocketing. Does a college degree mean you can get a better job than if you don’t
have the degree? College is vastly different today than in the past. Dr Jonathan Morrow, author of Welcome
To College -A Christ Follower’s Guide For The Journey, is an adjunct professor at Biola and Director of
Cultural Engagement at Impact 360 Institute. Students absolutely need to be trained if they are to have a
chance to withstand the barrage of attacks. He says, “Going to college is no vacation but 4 years of brain and
heart surgery.” It completely transforms students!
 Central Michigan State forbids students from having a patriotic symbol, like an American flag in their
dorm room, saying it’s too offensive.
 UCLA admission forms have 6 options for a student’s gender.
 A Florida University told students to write the name of Jesus on a piece of paper and stomp on it.
 1 out of 4 college students has a sexually transmitted disease.
 Everything is relative. There are no absolute values. Abortion is a woman’s choice. All religions are
the same. One person’s terrorist is another person’s freedom fighter. So if one culture is the same as
another, why was Hitler killing millions of Jews and Christians wrong? He was just doing what he
thought best at the time. The Mayan culture sacrificed millions of virgins on their altar to please their
pagan god. Without a standard for morality, who can say anything is wrong? Anything goes.
To Go To College or Not part 2, #1529
Would Jesus put his disciples into a public school all week and then Jesus would just teach them on
Sunday morning for an hour? What kind of disciples would they be? How could they have changed the
world with such indoctrination? Can a Christian survive, as a Christian, in an anti-Christian college? Abby
Nye, a courageous Christian, university student, and author of Fish out of Water-Surviving & Thriving as a
Christian on a Secular Campus, tells how professors intimidate and convert Christian students into
humanism. Abby Nye’s literature professor told her the Bible is a book of myths and not a credible source to
be used in her paper. Yet she was required to buy a Koran for her required class on Islam. Christian students
are intimidated into silence that their beliefs are personal and private, so that they are not the “salt and light”
so many naïve parents hoped for. What’s the future for the Church, as the majority of youth leave the faith?
The percentage of Christians in this generation has declined to just 4%.
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Greater Faith, #1522
What do you do when tragedy strikes? Without trials, we remain spiritual babies. There’s no random with
God. Trials are designed by God for a reason. To develop our faith! Pastor Tony Nelson was fired from
pastoring his church for 22 years. How did he respond? He wrote the book on how to handle tragedy! It’s
called Crazy Life – Navigating Through Life’s Disruptions Without Losing Your Faith! Some examples:
 At age 75, God told an old man Abraham, to leave home and just GO! Where? He didn’t know. Then he
was told to kill his son by God! What would you do? That’s why Abraham is the Father of the Faith.
 God allowed Satan to completely destroy Job’s family, his wealth and health. Job said, “Though He slay
me, yet will I hope in Him.” Satan must have been shocked, that Job would keep his faith in God!
 Saul got Christians killed; yet as Paul, he wrote most of the New Testament. He prayed 3 times and wasn’t
healed, yet said, “I delight in weaknesses, hardships, persecutions.” He suffered with chronic severe pain
yet chose to boast how Christ enables him to be MORE than a conqueror!
 Jesus was asleep in the midst of a furious squall. Huge waves were about to overturn the boat. Yet Jesus
had peace, He wasn’t afraid, even as these skilled fishermen knew they were about to be ship wrecked!
They were terrified and yelled to wake up Jesus, “Don’t you care if we drown?”
 Then Jesus did something never before or after in human history – He stops the storm with just His
words. And INSTANTLY total silence! Jesus showed His Almighty POWER! He spoke to the wind and
waves, “Quiet! Be still!” And it was completely calm. He said to his disciples, “Why are you so afraid?
Do you still have no faith?” They were terrified and asked each other, “Who is this? Even the wind and
the waves obey Him!” They were amazed at Him and He was surprised by their lack of faith.
 What did God do to create the universe? He simply spoke. This Creator is the same God who was now in the
boat with the disciples! The disciples had seen Jesus heal, with just His word, paralyzed legs, blind eyes, even
raise the dead. But even after seeing all these miracles, they still were not sure who Jesus was. They did not
have FAITH that He was God. The one thing Jesus wanted from His disciples was FAITH. Jesus allowed this
storm so the disciples could see for themselves that Jesus is God!
 If Jesus wasn’t fully Divine, He couldn’t save us.If Jesus wasn’t fully human, we couldn’t follow Him!
Why did God become a man? So we could never say, “God doesn’t understand what we’re going through.”
Gratitude comes before the miracle. Faith is the assurance - the certainty that the miracle is on the way. In
John 11:41, Jesus lifted up His eyes and said, “Father, I thank You that You have heard Me.” This is a very
strange, unusual sequence since Lazarus is still in the grave. But in God’s order, thanksgiving precedes the
miracle of resurrection! Jesus gives thanks for what’s about to happen. Streams in The Desert -Cowman
We are witnessing a revolution in education with legions of parents choosing to home school their children.
A Better Way To Educate, #1523
Children are made by God to be insatiable learners, until that desire is quenched. Schools can stunt creative
thinking. What do you want your child to become and to believe? What’s the purpose of their education?
What is a good education if it leaves God out? Israel Wayne was successfully schooled by a single mom who
didn’t have a 9th grade education. Israel Wayne, author of Education: Does God Have An Opinion? says,
“Public schools don’t train young minds to think critically and debate both sides of issues. They only get one
side. Secular schools make secular students. Education is more than academics. It’s discipleship. Jesus said,
"The greatest commandment is to love the Lord with all your MIND." Home schooling can do just that.
Jesus said, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to Me. Therefore go and make disciples of all
nations and teach them ...” Matt 28:18 Jesus commanded His followers to TEACH ALL NATIONS! Did that
exclude America today? What does this scripture mean to the 90% of Christian parents who put their kids in
pagan public schools? How do American pastors miss this? Aren’t they commanded to TEACH the kids?
How can they obey this Command from God when they have no Christian schools but let their own church
children go to be discipled by humanist/atheist schools? Why send missionaries overseas yet neglect to
disciple our beloved children here? It doesn’t make sense.
Home School Genius part 1, #1534
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How can you develop a genuine love for learning in your child? Carole Seid, an educational consultant said,
“The most effective tool in shaping a child’s character is great literature.” The right book at the right time can
change a child’s destiny. How can parents build genius in their children? Raymond Moore, the grandfather
of homeschooling, says research of geniuses throughout the ages shows there are three common elements to
producing genius. Get the CD to find out what they are. He gives fascinating examples of young geniuses!
Home School Genius part 2, #1535
Parents! The education you choose for your child will determine their success or failure in life! If a child
does not go to school, how will they be socialized? Now there’s research answering all your questions on
home schooling. Dr Brian Ray, President of the Home Education Research Institute, found homeschoolers
were more socially and political involved than public schooled students. Also, that 94% of home schooled
students kept their Christian faith while 90% of public schools students reject their Christian faith.
Parents are flocking to home-based education, because they do better academically and socially. Home
education means learn as they travel to museums in Europe, art galleries, concerts...One-on-one teaching is
the best since there’s more academic time instead of crowd control. Students are integrated with all ages
instead of being segregated according to age. That means they relate better with all ages. There’s less peer
pressure to do drugs and be involved in promiscuity. No anti-Christian teacher harassment. They are spared
from indoctrination into socialism, Marxism and homosexuality. The parents dedicated to homeschooling
are a demonstration of the love and importance of their child and their child’s education.
HUMOR
A mechanic told his customer “I couldn’t repair your brakes, so I made your horn louder.”
The oldest computer can be traced back to Adam and Eve! It was an Apple. But it had limited memory. Just
one byte, then everything crashed.
The sermon this morning: "Jesus Walks on the Water." The sermon tonight: "Searching for Jesus."
The peacemaking meeting scheduled for today has been canceled due to a conflict.
Don't let worry kill you - let the Church help.
The evening service will be "What Is Hell?" Come early and listen to our choir practice.
Potluck supper Sunday at 5:00 PM - prayer and medication to follow.
The Low Self Esteem Support Group will meet Thursday at 7 PM. Please use the back door.
The 8th graders will present Shakespeare's Hamlet. The congregation is invited to attend this tragedy.
Live simply, love generously, care deeply, speak kindly, and leave the rest to God.
God’s love for us is infinite. His grace and power have no limits. God knows every detail in the future as if it
had already happened. God knows every thought of every person who has ever lived. God has unlimited
resources. God has incredible creativity, infinite energy and endless power. God tells us to live with faith in
His power and ability not by the things that we see. That means you'll never need to be afraid of anything.
Paintings by Bob Boyd
I painted this picture of Jesus looking up to the Father, because it shows the
depth of His profound LOVE for us as Jesus gave up everything He had for
our salvation. The Lord of glory gave up His wealth as God in heaven to
become a man to suffer humiliation, pain and death. Because His sacrifice
meant that you would live forever with Him in heaven. Although this picture is
not for sale we are offering a paper print (11x14) with hard foam backing in
plastic sleeve for your donation covering our costs. See the enclosed card. For
other paintings go to our website www.issuesineducation.org
Bob & Geri Boyd
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